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Time series obtained by an fMRI experiment on the brain

Description

Time series for each region of interest in the brain. These series are obtained by SPM preprocessing.

Usage

data(brain)

Format

A data frame with 2048 observations on the following 90 variables.

Source

contact S. Achard (sa428@cam.ac.uk)
choose.thresh.nbedges

References


Examples

data(brain)
## maybe str(brain) ; plot(brain) ...

---

choose.thresh.nedges *Threshold associated to a given number of edges.*

Description

Computes the threshold for the correlation matrix in order to obtain an adjacency matrix with a given number of edges.

Usage

```r
choose.thresh.nbedges(cor.mat, var.ind.mat = 0, n.ind = 0, thresh = 0.05,
  nb.edges = 405, test.method = "gaussian",
  proc.length = 518, num.levels, use.tanh = FALSE,
  max.iter = 10)
```

Arguments

- **cor.mat**
  matrix containing the correlation values. (must be diagonal with 1 on the diagonal)
- **var.ind.mat**
  matrix containing the variance inter individuals of the correlation. Only used with `test.method="t.test"`. (default not used)
- **n.ind**
  number of individuals to take into account in the test. Only used with `test.method="t.test"`. (default not used)
- **thresh**
  indicates the rate at which the FDR procedure is controlled. (default 0.05)
- **nb.edges**
  indicates the exact number of edges that the final graph should contain.
- **test.method**
  name of the method to be applied. "gaussian" assumes a gaussian law for the estimator. "t.test" implements a t.test for computing the p-value. (default "gaussian")
- **proc.length**
  specifies the length of the original processes using to construct the cor.mat
- **num.levels**
  specifies the number of the wavelet scale to take into account in the hypothesis test. Only used with `test.method="gaussian"`
choosethresh.nbedges

use.tanh logical. If FALSE take the atanh of the correlation values before applying the hypothesis test, in order to use the Fisher approximation

max.iter indicates the number of maximum iteration to compute before stopping the loop

Details

In order to compare graphs, the best way to do it is to make sure that all the graphs have the same number of edges!

Value

Real number corresponding to the threshold value.

Note

only in version 2 and higher

Author(s)

S. Achard

References


Examples

data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)
# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<brain[,1:5]

#Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.cor.list<-const.cor.list(brain, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 6,
boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975)

#Construction of the adjacency matrix for scale 4
adj.mat.4<-const.adj.mat(wave.cor.list[[4]], sup = 0.44,proc.length=dim(brain)[1],
num.levels=4)
nb.edges<-sum(adj.mat.4)/2

sup.thresh<choosethresh.nbedges(wave.cor.list[[4]],nb.edges=nb.edges,
proc.length=dim(brain)[1],num.levels=4)
Description

Computation of the p-value cut-off which controls the false discovery rate when the test statistics have positive regression dependency on each of the test statistics corresponding to the true null hypotheses.

Usage

compute.FDR(pvalue.vec, q)

Arguments

pvalue.vec a vector containing the p-value for each hypothesis test.
q value of the desired False Discovery Rate, exactly the upper limit for the expectation of the proportion of false positives.

Details

This code implements the FDR procedure described in Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001).

Value

a real giving the p-value cut-off.

Note

The GeneTS package have also an implementation of this function

Author(s)

S. Achard

References


Examples

data(young)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]
# Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition

```r
wave.cor.list <- const.cor.list(brain, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 4,
                               boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975)
```

# For scale 4

```r
pvalue.cor <- p.value.compute(wave.cor.list[[4]], proc.length=dim(brain)[1],
                               sup=0.44, num.levels=4)
```

# Computation of the p-value threshold using FDR procedure

```r
pvalue.thresh <- compute.FDR(pvalue.cor, 0.05)
```

---

**const.adj.list**

*Computation of the list of adjacency matrices*

---

**Description**

Computes the list of the adjacency matrices in terms of the scale of the wavelet decomposition.

**Usage**

```r
const.adj.list(wave.cor.list, wave.var.ind = 0, n.ind = 0, thresh = 0.05,
               sup = 0, test.method = "gaussian", proc.length,
               use.tanh = FALSE)
```

**Arguments**

- `wave.cor.list`: object of class "Wave Correlation" containing the correlation matrices to be analysed
- `wave.var.ind`: object of class "Wave Correlation" containing the inter individuals variance of the correlation. Only used with `test.method`="t.test". (default not used)
- `n.ind`: number of individuals to take into account in the test. Only used with `test.method`="t.test". (default not used)
- `thresh`: indicates the rate at which the FDR procedure is controlled. (default 0.05)
- `sup`: indicates the correlation threshold to consider in each hypothesis test
- `test.method`: name of the method to be applied. "gaussian" assumes a gaussian law for the estimator. "t.test" implements a t.test for computing the p-value. (default "gaussian")
- `proc.length`: specifies the length of the original processes using to construct the `wave.cor.list`
- `use.tanh`: logical. If FALSE take the atanh of the correlation values before applying the hypothesis test, in order to use the Fisher approximation
**const.adj.list**

**Details**

Each hypothesis test is written as:

\[
H_0 : |\text{correlation}| \leq \sup
\]

\[
H_1 : |\text{correlation}| > \sup
\]

**Value**

Object of class "Wave Adjacency matrix", basically, a list with the following components

- \(d\)
  
  Adjacency matrix for each scale of the wavelet decomposition

**Author(s)**

S. Achard

**References**


**See Also**

`const.adj.mat`

**Examples**

```r
data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)
# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

# Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.cor.list<-const.cor.list(brain, method = "modwt",wf = "la8", n.levels = 6,
                                boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975)

# Construction of the adjacency matrices associated to each level of the
# wavelet decomposition
wave.adj.list<-const.adj.list(wave.cor.list, sup = 0.44, proc.length=dim(brain)[1])

par(mfrow=c(3,2))
for(i in 1:4)
{
  name.txt<-paste("Level ",i,sep="")
  image(wave.adj.list[[i]],col=gray((0:20)/20),main=name.txt)
}
```
const.adj.mat  Computation of the adjacency matrix

Description

Computes the adjacency matrix for a given correlation matrix.

Usage

const.adj.mat(cor.mat, var.ind.mat = 0, n.ind = 0, thresh = 0.05, sup = 0,
              test.method = "gaussian", proc.length, num.levels,
              use.tanh = FALSE)

Arguments

cor.mat  matrix containing the correlation values. (must be diagonal with 1 on the diagonal)
var.ind.mat  matrix containing the variance inter individuals of the correlation. Only used with test.method="t.test". (default not used)
n.ind  number of individuals to take into account in the test. Only used with test.method="t.test". (default not used)
thresh  indicates the rate at which the FDR procedure is controlled. (default 0.05)
sup  indicates the correlation threshold to consider in each hypothesis test.
test.method  name of the method to be applied. "gaussian" assumes a gaussian law for the estimator. "t.test" implements a t.test for computing the p-value. (default "gaussian")
proc.length  specifies the length of the original processes using to construct the cor.mat
num.levels  specifies the number of the wavelet scale to take into account in the hypothesis test. Only used with test.method="gaussian"
use.tanh  logical. If FALSE take the atanh of the correlation values before applying the hypothesis test, in order to use the Fisher approximation

Details

Each hypothesis test is written as :

$H_0 : |\text{correlation}| <= \text{sup}$

$H_1 : |\text{correlation}| > \text{sup}$

Value

Binary matrix.

Author(s)

S. Achard
const.cor.list

References

See Also
const.adj.list

Examples
```r
data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)
# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

#Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.cor.list<-const.cor.list(brain, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 6,
boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975)

#Construction of the adjacency matrice for scale 4
adj.mat.4<-const.adj.mat(wave.cor.list[[4]], sup = 0.44, proc.length=dim(brain)[1],
um.levels=4)

image(adj.mat.4,col=gray((0:20)/20))
```

---

**const.cor.list**  
*Computation of the list of correlation matrices*

**Description**
Computes the list of the correlation matrices in terms of the scale of the wavelet decomposition.

**Usage**
```
const.cor.list(data.mat, names.data = 0, method = "modwt", wf = "la8",
n.levels = 4, boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975,
save.wave = FALSE, export.data = FALSE)
```

**Arguments**
- `data.mat` matrix containing the data time series. Each column of the matrix represents one time series.
- `names.data` optional character vector containing the name associated to the column of the matrix `data.mat`. 

**method**  
wavelet decomposition to be used, algorithm implemented in the waveslim package (Whitcher, 2000). By default, the Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform is used "modwt". It is also possible to use the classical Discrete Wavelet Transform "dwt".

**wf**  
name of the wavelet filter to use in the decomposition. By default this is set to "la8", the Daubechies orthonormal compactly supported wavelet of length $L = 8$ (Daubechies, 1992), least asymmetric family.

**n.levels**  
specifies the depth of the decomposition. This must be a number less than or equal to $\log_2(\text{length}(x))$.

**boundary**  
Character string specifying the boundary condition. If boundary="periodic" the default, then the vector you decompose is assumed to be periodic on its defined interval, if boundary="reflection", the vector beyond its boundaries is assumed to be a symmetric reflection of itself.

**p.corr**  
(one minus the) two-sided p-value for the confidence interval

**save.wave**  
logical. If TRUE all the wavelet coefficient are saved.

**export.data**  
logical. If TRUE the correlation matrices with the upper and lower bound are exported to text file.

---

**Details**

This function uses the wavelet decomposition implemented in the R package waveslim, (whitcher, 2000).

**Value**

Object of class "Wave Correlation", basically, a list with the following components

- **d?**  
Correlation matrix for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.

- **lowerd?**  
matrix containing the lower bound of the correlation for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.

- **upperd?**  
matrix containing the upper bound of the correlation for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.

**Note**

change between version 1.1 and 1.2, now the length of the time series is saved with the values of the correlation.

**Author(s)**

S. Achard
References


See Also

`constNvarNlist`, `readNcorNtxt`, `saveNcorNtxt`

Examples

data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)
# WARNING: To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

n.levels<-4
wave.cor.list<-const.cor.list(brain,n.levels=n.levels)

tot.regions <- dim(brain)[2]
n.series <- dim(brain)[1]
col.regions<-1

nb.comp.regions <- 8
comp.regions <- round(runif(nb.comp.regions,2,tot.regions))
sym.region <- col.regions+1

comp.regions <- c(sym.region,comp.regions)

name.ps <- "example-1.ps"
postscript(name.ps)
par(mfrow=c(3,3))
for(k in 1:(nb.comp.regions+1)){
  reg <- comp.regions[k]

  cor.vector<-matrix(0,4,3)
  for(i in 1:n.levels){
    cor.vector[i,1]<-(wave.cor.list[[i]][1,reg]
    cor.vector[i,2]<-(wave.cor.list[[i+n.levels]][1,reg]
    cor.vector[i,3]<-(wave.cor.list[[i+2*n.levels]][1,reg]
  }

  }
const.var.list

Computation of the list of variance vectors

Description

Computes the list of the variance vectors in terms of the scale of the wavelet decomposition.

Usage

```r
const.var.list(data.mat, names.data = NULL, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 4, boundary = "periodic", save.wave = FALSE, export.data = FALSE)
```

Arguments

- `data.mat`: matrix containing the data time series. Each column of the matrix represents one time series.
- `names.data`: optional character vector containing the name associated to the column of the matrix `data.mat`.
- `method`: wavelet decomposition to be used, algorithm implemented in the `waveslim` package (Whitcher, 2000). By default, the Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform is used "modwt". It is also possible to use the classical Discrete Wavelet Transform "dwt".
- `wf`: name of the wavelet filter to use in the decomposition. By default this is set to "la8", the Daubechies orthonormal compactly supported wavelet of length \( L = 8 \) (Daubechies, 1992), least asymmetric family.
- `n.levels`: specifies the depth of the decomposition. This must be a number less than or equal to \( \log_2(\text{length}(x)) \).
- `boundary`: Character string specifying the boundary condition. If `boundary="periodic"` the default, then the vector you decompose is assumed to be periodic on its defined interval. If `boundary="reflection"`, the vector beyond its boundaries is assumed to be a symmetric reflection of itself.
save.wave logical. If TRUE all the wavelet coefficient are saved.
export.data logical. If TRUE the variance vectors with the upper and lower bound are exported to text file.

Details
This function uses the wavelet decomposition implemented in the R package waveslim, (whitcher, 2000).

Value
Object of class "wave variance", basically, a list with the following components
d? Variance vectors for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.
lowerd? vector containing the lower bound of the variance for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.
upperd? vector containing the upper bound of the variance for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.

Author(s)
S. Achard

References

See Also
cost.cor.list, read.var.txt, save.var.txt

Examples

data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

n.levels<-4
wave.var.list<-const.var.list(brain,n.levels=n.levels)
correlations.to.adjacencies

Produce adjacency matrices for a given number of edges

Description

Given a correlations thingy as produced by const.cor.list, produce a list of adjacency matrices fiddled to have a preferred number of edges. Actually this is not quite possible, but come as close as choosethresh.nbedges will allow us. A functional parameter allows us to say things like produce the graphs with n log n edges where n is the number of nodes.

Usage

correlations.to.adjacencies(correlations, edge.func)

Arguments

correlations a list of correlation matrices produced by const.cor.list
correlations.to.adjacencies

edge.func  a function to mention the way to choose the number of edges given the number of nodes in the graph. In the companion scripts files, the small-limit is used and by default `edge.func=function(x){x*log(x)}`

brain  matrix containing the data time series. Each column of the matrix represents one time series.

x  x coordinate

y  y coordinate

z  z coordinate

Details

Functions produced to manipulate better nice outputs of the package

Value

correlations.to.adjacencies

Description of `comp1`

ideal.wavelets.levels  number indicating up to each wavelet scale it is possible to go given the length of the time series

distance  the euclidean distance in 3D

Author(s)

John Aspden, external collaborator of the brainwaver package

References


See Also

cost.cor.list

Examples

data(brain)

brain<-as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

n.levels<-4

wave.cor.list<-cost.cor.list(brain,n.levels=n.levels)

adj.mat<-correlations.to.adjacencies(wave.cor.list,edge.func=(function(x){x*log(x)}))
### Description

Computes various measures of efficiency of a graph using the definition given by (Latora, 2001 and 2003)

### Usage

- `global.efficiency(adj.mat, weight.mat)`
- `local.efficiency(adj.mat, weight.mat)`
- `global.cost(adj.mat, weight.mat)`
- `cost.evaluator(x)`

### Arguments

- `adj.mat` adjacency matrix of the graph
- `weight.mat` weighted matrix associated to the graph
- `x` real

### Details

Formula for the global efficiency:

\[
E_{\text{global}} = \frac{1}{N(N-1)} \sum_{i \neq j \in G} \frac{1}{L_{i,j}}
\]

where \(L_{i,j}\) is the minimum path length between each pair of nodes, and \(G\) the graph.

Formula for the nodal efficiency for the node \(i\):

\[
E_{\text{nodal}}(i) = \frac{1}{(N-1)} \sum_{j \in G} \frac{1}{L_{i,j}}
\]

Formula for the local efficiency for node \(i\):

\[
E_{\text{local}} = \frac{1}{N_{G_i}(N_{G_i} - 1)} \sum_{j,k \in G_i} \frac{1}{L_{j,k}}
\]

where \(G_i\) is the set of nodes which are nearest-neighbours of the \(i\)th node, i.e., the nodes in \(G_i\) are each directly connected by a single edge to the index node \(i\) and \(N_{G_i}\) is the number of nodes in the sub-graph \(G_i\).

The computation of the cost requires the definition of an internal function, called `cost.evaluator`. For the moment, the `cost.evaluator` is the identity. Refer to Latora (2001) for the exact definition and usage of this function.
efficiency

Value

global.efficiency$nodal.eff
  vector containing the nodal efficiency for each node of the graph (equal to the
  inverse of the harmonic mean of the path length, when two nodes are discon-
  nected, the path length is taken to be infinity so the inverse is 0)

global.efficiency$eff
  real corresponding to the mean of the nodal efficiency for the whole graph

local.efficiency$loc.eff
  vector containing the local efficiency for each node of the graph (see details for
  the exact formula)

global.efficiency$eff
  real corresponding to the mean of the local efficiency for the whole graph

global.cost
  real corresponding to the mean of the cost for the whole graph

Note

only in version 2 and higher

Author(s)

S. Achard

References

  87, N. 19, pages 1-4.

V. Latora, and M. Marchiori (2003) Economic Small-World Behavior in Weighted Networks. Euro-

  Small-World Human Brain Functional Network with Highly Connected Association Cortical Hubs.

See Also

const.adj.list, small.world

Examples

data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

n.regions<-dim(brain)[2]
# Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition

```r
correlation_matrices <- function(brain, method = "modwt",wf = "la8", n.levels = 6,
                                     boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975)

sup.seq <- ((1:10)/10)  # sequence of the correlation threshold
nmax <- length(sup.seq)
Eglob <- matrix(0, nlevels, nmax)
Eloc <- matrix(0, nlevels, nmax)
Cost <- matrix(0, nlevels, nmax)

n.levels <- 6

# For each value of the correlation threshold
for (i in 1:nmax)
  n.sup <- sup.seq[i]

# Construction of the adjacency matrices associated to each level of the wavelet decomposition
adjacency_matrices <- function(correlation_matrices, sup = n.sup)

# For each level of the wavelet decomposition
for (j in 1:n.levels)
  Eglob[, j] <- correlation_matrices[, j][n.sup]
  Eloc[, j] <- correlation_matrices[, j][n.sup]
  Cost[, j] <- correlation_matrices[, j][n.sup]

plot(sup.seq, (1:nmax)/2, type = 'n', xlab = 'Correlation threshold',
     ylab = 'Global efficiency', cex.axis = 2, cex.lab = 2, xlab = c(0, 1), ylab = c(0, 1))

for (i in 1:n.levels)
  lines(sup.seq, Eglob[i, ], type = 'l', col = i, lwd = 2)

legend(x = 'topright', legend = c("Level 1", "Level 2", "Level 3", "Level 4",
                                  "Level 5", "Level 6"), fill = TRUE, col = 1:n.levels, lwd = 2)
```
equadist.rand.sw

Small-world parameters for a simulated graph given its degree distribution

Description

Computes the degree, the minimum path length and the clustering coefficient for a simulated graph with a known degree distribution.

Usage

equadist.rand.sw(nsim, dat = "reduced", dist.mat, degree.dist)

Arguments

nsim number of simulated graphs to use for the computation of the small-world parameters.
dat character string specifying if all the small-world parameters have to be returned. If "reduced", only the mean of the parameters for the whole graph is returned.
dist.mat matrix with a distance associated to each pair of nodes of the graph to take into account in the computation of the small-world parameters.
degree.dist vector describing the degree distribution verified by the nodes of the simulated graph.

Details

Because of the problem for the simulation of a random graph with exactly the same degree distribution, each simulation applied in this function is subject to the result to get a graph with the same number of edges as expected. So, the number of wanted simulations can be very different from the number of simulations taken into account in the computation of the small-world parameters.

Value

in.degree mean of the degree for the whole graph.
Lp.rand mean of the minimum path length for the whole graph.
Cp.rand mean of the clustering coefficient for the whole graph.
in.degree.all vector of the degree of each node of the graph.
Lp.rand.all vector of the minimum path length of each node of the graph.
Cp.rand.all vector of the clustering coefficient of each node of the graph.

Author(s)

S. Achard
References


See Also

sim.equadist, rand.sw, reg.sw

Examples

```r
# For a scale-free graph
x <- 1:50
probx <- x^(-1.4)
n.nodes <- 50
n.edges <- 250

stop <- 0

while(stop == 0){
  write.table(stop)
  r <- sample(x, n.nodes, prob = probx, replace = TRUE)
  if(sum(r) == n.edges) stop <- 1
}

sf.degree <- r

mat <- sim.equadist(sf.degree)

result <- equadist.rand.sw(10, dat = "reduced", dist.mat = matrix(1, 50, 50),
                           degree.dist = sf.degree)
```

fitting

Fitting laws with maximum likelihood

Description

Fits three laws (exponential, power and truncated power laws) to an empirical distribution using the maximum likelihood estimators.

Usage

fitting(degree.dist, nmax)
fitting

Arguments

- `degree.dist`: vector of the distribution to be fitted.
- `nmax`: maximum of the value of `degree.dist`.

Details

The fitted laws are: exponential law, power law and truncated power law.
This function plots the histogram of `degree.dist` (dist.ps). This function plots also the cumulative distributions of the empirical and three fitted laws in a log-log scale (fitting.ps). Finally, all the parameters are exported to the file fitting.txt.

Value

- `mu`: parameter of the exponential law.
- `gamma`: parameter of the power law.
- `alpha`, `beta`: parameter of the truncated power law.
- `AIC`: vector containing the Akaike’s criterion for the fitting of the three laws.

Author(s)

S. Achard

References


Examples

data(brain)

brain<-as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

n.regions<-dim(brain)[2]

#Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.cor.list<-const.cor.list(brain, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 6, boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975)

#Construction of the adjacency matrices associated to each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.adj.list<-const.adj.list(wave.cor.list, sup = 0.44, proc.length=dim(brain)[1])

# For scale 4
degree.dist<-rowSums(wave.adj.list[[4]])
graph.attack

Attack of graphs

Description

Computes the evolution of the size of the largest connex component and its mean minimum path length under a random or targeted attack of a graph.

Usage

random.attack(adj.mat, max.remove, nsim)
node.attack(adj.mat, node.sup)
targeted.attack(adj.mat, max.remove)

Arguments

adj.mat adjacency matrix of the graph.
max.remove maximum number of nodes to be removed
nsim number of simulation of random attack to be processed
node.sup number of the node to be removed

Details
An attack consists in removing a node and all its connections from a given graph. random.attack removes max.remove nodes by selecting one regional node at random and removing it (and all its connections) from the graph. targeted.attack removes max.remove nodes: the first node to be eliminated was the hub with the largest degree, and nodes were subsequently eliminated in rank order of decreasing degree.

Value
size.large.connex vector containing the evolution of the size of the largest connexe component during an attack.
charac.path.length vector containing the evolution of the mean minimum path length of the largest connexe component during an attack.

Author(s)
S. Achard

References

Examples
```r
cellarray(5,6.5,7,6.5,3.5,3.5,1.1.5,3,4.5,5.4.5,3,1.5)
dim=c(8,2)
names<-(1:8)
mat<-sim.rand(8,20)

# simulated attack on node 1
plot(set2[,1], set2[,2], type = "n",xlab="", ylab="",cex.lab=1.5)
text(set2[2:8,1], set2[2:8,2], names[2:8], cex = 1.5)
text(set2[1,1], set2[1,2], 1 , cex = 1.5,col="gray")

for(k in 2:8){
  for(q in 1:(k-1)){
    if(mat[k,q]==1)
```
p.value.compute

Computation of the p-value for a given hypotheses test

Description

Computes the p-values for all the entries in the matrix test.mat using the asymptotic properties of the estimator of the wavelet correlation given in (Whitcher, 2000).

Usage

p.value.compute(test.mat, var.ind.mat = 0, n.ind = 0, test.method = "gaussian", proc.length, sup, num.levels, use.tanh = FALSE)

Arguments

test.mat matrix containing the wavelet correlation to be tested

var.ind.mat matrix containing the variance inter individuals of the correlation. Only used with test.method="t.test". (default not used)

n.ind number of individuals to take into account in the test. Only used with test.method="t.test". (default not used)

test.method name of the method to be applied. "gaussian" assumes a gaussian law for the estimator. "t.test" implements a t.test for computing the p-value. (default "gaussian")

proc.length specifies the length of the original processes using to construct the cor.mat

num.levels specifies the number of the wavelet scale to take into account in the hypothesis test. Only used with test.method="gaussian"

use.tanh logical. If FALSE take the atanh of the correlation values before applying the hypothesis test, in order to use the Fisher approximation

sup indicates the correlation threshold to consider in each hypothesis test.
Details

Each hypothesis test is written as: $H_0: |\text{correlation}| \leq \sup$ $H_1: |\text{correlation}| > \sup$ This function is essentially an internal function called by const.adj.mat.

Value

Vector with the p-value for each entry of the matrix.

Author(s)

S. Achard

References


See Also

codeconst.adj.mat

Examples

data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

# Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.cor.list<-const.cor.list(brain, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 4,
                                boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975)

# For scale 4
pvalue.cor<-p.value.compute(wave.cor.list[[4]],proc.length=dim(brain)[1], sup=0.44,
                           num.levels=4)

---

**rand.eff**

*Efficiency for simulated graphs*

Description

Computes the local, global efficiency and cost for simulated random and regular graphs.
Usage

rand.eff(nsim, n.nodes.rand, n.edges.rand, dist.mat, dat = "reduced")
reg.eff(n.nodes.rand, n.edges.rand, dist.mat)

Arguments

nsim number of simulated graphs to use for the computation of the small-world parameters.
dat character string specifying if all the small-world parameters have to be returned. If "reduced", only the mean of the parameters for the whole graph is returned.
n.nodes.rand number of nodes of the simulated graphs
n.edges.rand number of edges of the simulated graphs
dist.mat matrix with a distance associated to each pair of nodes of the graph to take into account in the computation of the efficiency values.

Value

eff global efficiency for the whole graph
loc local efficiency for the whole graph
cost cost for the whole graph

Note

only in version 1.2 and after

Author(s)

S. Achard

References


See Also

const.adj.list, small.world
**Description**

Computes the degree, the minimum path length and the clustering coefficient for simulated random graphs.

**Usage**

```r
rand.sw(nsim, n.nodes.rand, n.edges.rand, dist.mat, dat = "reduced")
```

**Arguments**

- `nsim`: number of simulated graphs to use for the computation of the small-world parameters.
- `dat`: character string specifying if all the small-world parameters have to be returned. If "reduced", only the mean of the parameters for the whole graph is returned.
- `n.nodes.rand`: number of nodes of the simulated graphs
- `n.edges.rand`: number of edges of the simulated graphs
- `dist.mat`: matrix with a distance associated to each pair of nodes of the graph to take into account in the computation of the small-world parameters.

**Value**

- `in.degree`: mean of the degree for the whole graph.
- `Lp.rand`: mean of the minimum path length for the whole graph.
- `Cp.rand`: mean of the clustering coefficient for the whole graph.
- `in.degree.all`: vector of the degree of each node of the graph.
- `Lp.rand.all`: vector of the minimum path length of each node of the graph.
- `Cp.rand.all`: vector of the clustering coefficient of each node of the graph.

**Author(s)**

S. Achard
References


See Also

equadist.rand.sw.reg.sw

Examples

```r
mat<-sim.rand(8,20)
result<-rand.sw(10,8,20,dist.mat=matrix(1,8,8))
```

### Description

Reads text files ("wave_cor_mat_level_[1:n.levels].txt") from version 1 and add the length of the time series in the object of class "Wave Correlation".

### Usage

`read.convert_1_2(proc.length)`

### Arguments

- `proc.length` specifies the length of the original processes using to construct the `cor.mat`.

### Value

Object of class "Wave Correlation", basically, a list with the following components

- `d?` Correlation matrix for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.
- `lowerd?` matrix containing the lower bound of the correlation for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.
- `upperd?` matrix containing the upper bound of the correlation for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.

### Note

only in version 1.2
**read.cor.txt**

**Author(s)**
S. Achard

**See Also**
read.cor.txt, save.cor.txt

---

- **read.cor.txt**

  Exportation and importation of internal objects.

**Description**
Reads text files and imports them in object of class "Wave Correlation". Exports object of class "Wave Correlation".

**Usage**
read.cor.txt()

save.cor.txt(wave.cor.list)

**Arguments**

- wave.cor.list object of class "Wave Correlation" containing the correlation matrices to be exported.

**Details**
These two functions cannot be used separately. The names of the files used in read.cor.txt are given by the save.cor.txt functions.

**Value**
For read.cor.txt function: Object of class "Wave Correlation", basically, a list with the following components

- **d?** Correlation matrix for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.
- **lowerd?** matrix containing the lower bound of the correlation for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.
- **upperd?** matrix containing the upper bound of the correlation for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.

**Note**

change between version 1 and 2, now the length of the time series and the number of time series are saved with the values of the correlation.
Author(s)
S. Achard

See Also
read.var.txt, save.var.txt

Examples

data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

# Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.cor.list<-const.cor.list(brain, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 4,
boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975, export.data=FALSE)

# Export the data
save.cor.txt(wave.cor.list)

# Import the data
read.cor.txt()

---

read.var.txt          Exportation and importation internal objects.

Description
Reads text files and imports them in object of class "Wave Variance". Exports object of class "Wave Variance".

Usage
read.var.txt()
save.var.txt(wave.var.list)

Arguments
wave.var.list object of class "Wave Variance" containing the vectors of variance to be exported.

Details
These two functions cannot be used separately. The names of the files used in read.var.txt are given by the save.var.txt functions.
Value

For `read.var.txt` function: Object of class "Wave Variance", basically, a list with the following components

- `d?`: vectors of variance for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.
- `lowerd?`: vector containing the lower bound of the variance for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.
- `upperd?`: vector containing the upper bound of the variance for each scale of the wavelet decomposition.

Note

change between version 1 and 2, now the length of the time series and the number of the time series are saved with the values of the correlation.

Author(s)

S. Achard

See Also

`read.cor.txt, save.cor.txt`

Examples

```r
data(brain)
brain<-as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-brain[,1:5]

# Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.var.list<-const.var.list(brain, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 4, boundary = "periodic", export.data=FALSE)

#Export the data
save.var.txt(wave.var.list)

#Import the data
read.var.txt()
```
**Description**

Computes the degree, the minimum path length and the clustering coefficient for a lattice graph.

**Usage**

```r
reg.sw(n.nodes.rand, n.edges.rand, dist.mat)
```

**Arguments**

- `n.nodes.rand`: number of nodes of the graph
- `n.edges.rand`: number of edges of the graph
- `dist.mat`: matrix with a distance associated to each pair of nodes of the graph to take into account in the computation of the small-world parameters.

**Value**

- `in.degree`: mean of the degree for the whole graph.
- `Lp.rand`: mean of the minimum path length for the whole graph.
- `Cp.rand`: mean of the clustering coefficient for the whole graph.
- `in.degree.all`: vector of the degree of each node of the graph.
- `Lp.rand.all`: vector of the minimum path length of each node of the graph.
- `Cp.rand.all`: vector of the clustering coefficient of each node of the graph.

**Author(s)**

S. Achard

**References**


**See Also**

`rand.sw`, `equadist.rand.sw`

**Examples**

```r
mat<-sim.reg(8,20)
result<-reg.sw(8,20, dist.mat=matrix(1,8,8))
```
Description

Simulates four different types of graphs, random, lattice, scale-free and random with a given degree distribution.

Usage

- `sim.rand(n.nodes, n.edges)`
- `sim.equadist(degree)`
- `sim.reg(n.nodes, n.edges)`

Arguments

- `n.nodes` number of nodes of the simulated graph
- `n.edges` number of edges of the simulated graph
- `degree` degree distribution of the simulated graph. Only for the `sim.equadist` function.

Details

The simulation of a graph with a given degree distribution is not always possible. Sometimes the random choice of the connected nodes will cause an impossible construction of the wanted graph with a given number of nodes and edges, because we do not allow to connect a node to itself. Be careful with this function and check always if the returned graph have the exact number of edges!

Value

A matrix containing the adjacency matrix of the simulated graph.

Author(s)

S. Achard

Examples

# Coordinates of the nodes of the graph

```r
set2<-array(c(5,6.5,7,6.5,5,3.5,3.5,1.5,3.5,3.5,3.5,1.5,3.5,4.5,5,4.5,3,1.5),dim=c(8,2))
names<-c(1:8)
```

# For a random graph

```r
mat<-sim.rand(8,20)
```
plot(set2[,1], set2[,2], type = "n", xlab="", ylab="", cex.lab=1.5)
text(set2[,1], set2[,2], names, cex = 1.5)

for(k in 2:8){
    for(q in 1:(k-1)){
        if(mat[k,q]==1)
        {
            visu <- "red"
            lines(c(set2[k,1], set2[q,1]), c(set2[k,2], set2[q,2]), col = visu)
        }
    }
}

# For a lattice graph
mat<-sim.reg(8,20)
plot(set2[,1], set2[,2], type = "n", xlab="", ylab="", cex.lab=1.5)
text(set2[,1], set2[,2], names, cex = 1.5)

for(k in 2:8){
    for(q in 1:(k-1)){
        if(mat[k,q]==1)
        {
            visu <- "red"
            lines(c(set2[k,1], set2[q,1]), c(set2[k,2], set2[q,2]), col = visu)
        }
    }
}

# For a graph with a given degree distribution
degree<-c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)
mat<-sim.equadist(degree)
plot(set2[,1], set2[,2], type = "n", xlab="", ylab="", cex.lab=1.5)
text(set2[,1], set2[,2], names, cex = 1)

for(k in 2:8){
    for(q in 1:(k-1)){
        if(mat[k,q]==1)
        {
            visu <- "red"
            lines(c(set2[k,1], set2[q,1]), c(set2[k,2], set2[q,2]), col = visu)
small.world

Computation of some quantitative parameters given in the framework of the small-world graph theory.
Description

For a given graph, computes the size of the largest connex component, degree, minimum path length and clustering coefficient.

Usage

small.world(waveNadjNmat, dat = "reduced", distance = "norm",
    coord = 0, export.data = FALSE)

Arguments

waveNadjNmat adjacency matrix of the graph to be analysed.
dat character, if dat = "all", the degree, minimum path length and clustering coefficient are computed for each node of the graph. If dat = "reduced", only the mean on all the nodes is computed.
distance matrix with a distance associated to each pair of nodes of the graph to take into account in the computation of the small-world parameters. By default, the matrix of the distance has a value of 1 in each entry.
coord optional vector containing the coordinate of the nodes of the graph.
export.data logical. If TRUE the correlation matrices with the upper and lower bound are exported to text file.

Value

in.degree.mean real corresponding to the mean of the degree of all the nodes of the graph.
in.degree vector containing the degree of each node of the graph.
Lp.mean real corresponding to the mean of minimum path length for each node belonging to the largest connex component of the graph only.
Lp vector containing the mean minimum path length for each node of the graph. (the computation of Lp requires at least one neighbourgh per node, if it is not the case the value of Lp is equal to -1)
Cp.mean real corresponding to the mean of clustering coefficient for each node belonging to the largest connex component of the graph only.
Cp vector containing the clustering coefficient for each node of the graph. (the computation of Cp requires at least two neighbourghs per node, if it is not the case the value of Cp is equal to -1)
size.large.connex real corresponding to the size of the largest connex component.

Author(s)

S. Achard
References


Examples

# fig 3 of Achard (2006)

data(brain)
brain<-.as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain<-.brain[,1:5]

#Construction of the correlation matrices for each level of the wavelet decomposition
wave.cor.list<-.const.cor.list(brain, method = "modwt",wf = "la8", n.levels = 6,
                                boundary = "periodic", p.corr = 0.975)

sup.seq<-((1:10)/10) #sequence of the correlation threshold
nmax<-.length(sup.seq)
in.degree.mean<-.matrix(0,6,nmax)
n.levels<-.6

#For each value of the correlation threshold
for(i in 1:nmax){
  n.sup<-.sup.seq[i]

  #Construction of the adjacency matrices associated to each level of the wavelet decomposition
  wave.adj.list<-.const.adj.list(wave.cor.list, sup = n.sup, proc.length=dim(brain)[1])

  #For each level of the wavelet decomposition
  for(j in 1:n.levels){
    param.sw.brain<-.small.world(wave.adj.list[[j]],dat="reduced")
    in.degree.mean[j,i]<-.param.sw.brain$in.degree
  }

  #Plots of the average in-degree in terms of the scale
  n.regions<-.dim(brain)[2]
  plot(sup.seq,(1:nmax)/2,type='n',xlab='Correlation threshold, R',ylab='Mean degree, k',
wave.trans

Computation of the wavelet transform

Description

Uses the wavelet decomposition implemented by Whitcher in the library waveslim. See all the details there.

Usage

wave.trans(x, method = "modwt", wf = "la8", n.levels = 4, boundary = "periodic")

Arguments

- `x` original vector to be decomposed
- `method` wavelet decomposition to be used, algorithm implemented in the waveslim package (Whitcher, 2000). By default, the Maximal Overlap Discrete Wavelet Transform is used "modwt". It is also possible to use the classical Discrete Wavelet Transform "dwt".
- `wf` name of the wavelet filter to use in the decomposition. By default this is set to "la8", the Daubechies orthonormal compactly supported wavelet of length $L = 8$ (Daubechies, 1992), least asymmetric family.
- `n.levels` specifies the depth of the decomposition. This must be a number less than or equal to $\log_2(\text{length}(x))$.
- `boundary` Character string specifying the boundary condition. If `boundary="periodic"` the default, then the vector you decompose is assumed to be periodic on its defined interval, if `boundary="reflection"`, the vector beyond its boundaries is assumed to be a symmetric reflection of itself.

Details

See the library package waveslim (Whitcher, 2000).
Value

Object of class "modwt", basically, a list with the following components:

- d? Wavelet coefficient vectors.
- s? Scaling coefficient vector.
- wavelet Name of the wavelet filter used.
- boundary How the boundaries were handled.

Author(s)

S. Achard

References


Examples

```r
data(brain) # the result brain is a matrix
brain <- as.matrix(brain)

# WARNING : To process only the first five regions
brain <- brain[, 1:5]

PreCG.R <- brain[, 1]
# LA(8)
PreCG.R.8 <- wave.trans(PreCG.R, wf="la8")
names(PreCG.R.8) <- c("w1", "w2", "w3", "w4", "v4")
## plot partial MODWT for PreCG.R data
par(mfcol=c(6,1), pty="m", mar=c(5-2,4,4-2,2))
plot.ts(PreCG.R, axes=FALSE, ylab="", main="(a)")
for(i in 1:5)
  plot.ts(PreCG.R.8[[i]], axes=FALSE, ylab=names(PreCG.R.8)[i])
axis(side=1, at=seq(0, 518, by=50),
     labels=c(0, "", 100, "", 200, "", 300, "", 400, "", 500))
```

Description

Time series for each region of interest in the brain. These series are obtained by SPM preprocessing from young healthy individual. The length of the time series for each region of the brain is equal to 518.
Usage
data(young)

Format
A data frame with 518 observations on the following 90 variables.

Source
contact S. Achard (sa428@cam.ac.uk)

References
to appear

Examples
data(young)
## maybe str(brain) ; plot(brain) ...
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